
The Background: The BBC World Service in India

The BBC reaches over 320m people globally every week through its range of content on TV, radio, online 
and digital platforms. Its World Service division, which already comprises of 37 language services around 
the world, is undergoing a major expansion.

As part of this, the BBC’s base in New Delhi will become its biggest outside the UK, as it builds on existing 
services in English, Hindi and Tamil to launch TV and digital services in Gujarati, Punjabi, Marathi and 
Telugu.

The BBC has a long and distinguished history in India and in recent years it has lead digital innovation 
in new story formats and platforms, including Crossing the Skies 360 video, WhatsApp (during the 2014 
Indian Elections) and LINE (with its Hindi Service). It is now looking to expand its digital experimentation 
and collaboration in an exciting new project lead by its Connected Studio team. 

Who are Connected Studio?
As part of the BBC’s Research and Development department Connected Studio, provides the inspiration, 
support and platform to help keep the BBC at the cutting-edge of online innovation, and a world leader at 
delivering engaging, digital broadcast experiences. 

Who are News Labs?
BBC News Labs works at the intersection of technology, data and journalism to drive innovation 
specifically for BBC News. Many of their projects are designed with the needs of the World Service in 
mind, such as their multilingual Automated Language Tool (ALTO) for fast translation and re-versioning of 
video content and our BBC Mundo Facebook Messenger bot.

Who are the Audience? 
The target audience for this project are 16-34 year old smart phone users across South Asia. 

Any responses to the brief must be responsive, mobile first browser solutions that also work across other 
devices. We are not looking for native mobile apps.

The Brief

As part of the brief below, we’d like you to propose ideas of re-usable technology that, once built, can help 
the BBC’s editorial teams produce more relevant content. We are not asking you to provide editorial ideas.

The BBC has identified two overlapping areas that we would like to address. We expect your proposal 
to consider at least one of these themes and demonstrate a solution to at least one of the associated 
questions (in bullet points):
 
1.  Personalisation 
In such a diverse society, it is increasing important that we are able to provide different types, or even 
regional variations of the same stories and to enable users to receive the content that is most interesting or 
relevant to them. How might we…

 n Serve up content based on geographic location of users within India?
 n Allow users to customise the type of news they receive by both subject and depth
 n Create formats that allow us to curate content for unique users (e.g. personal magazines)?
 n Aggregate news content and present it in a new way that ensure attribution back to the BBC?
 n Serve up different types of content based on habits and routines of users?
 n Use data to learn more about the user and automate the process?
 n Integrate with existing social media networks whilst ensuring attribution back to the BBC?
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2.  Anytime content 
In the age of smartphones and social media, audiences/users have access to snackable content 
whenever and wherever they are. This poses a new set of challenges and opportunities. How might we…

 n Ensure users are getting the latest breaking news most relevant to them?
 n Make time in a user’s day for them to read, listen or watch?
 n Curate collections based around different routines (e.g. morning commute, the night shift)?
 n Bookmark content for reading/watching/listening at a later time?
 n Know when in the day we might serve up certain types of content to certain users?

Should you or the BBC feel that you have a great idea but are in need of additional skill to deliver this (e.g. 
you may have strong back-end developer skills but require creative or UX), we would consider matching 
you with a partner who filled that skills gap.

In Summary

We Do want:

 n We DO want technical solutions that allow BBC journalists and producers to re-use with new  
       content when necessary.
 n We DO want web-based solutions that work out of a browser
 n We DO want mobile-first solutions

We Don’t want:

 n We DON’T want editorial content ideas
 n We DON’T want bespoke solutions for one-off stories
 n We DON’T want native apps

We would consider pairing agencies to combine skills (e.g. tech and creative/UX).


